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Miami professional soccer twins partner with Pittsburgh recording artist 

PITTSBURGH, Pa. --Calvin and Conner Rezendez, identical twin professional soccer players of Davie, Fla., 

have teamed up with up and coming Pittsburgh, Pa., recording artist, Jordan York, to produce a song and 

video detailing their journey into their professional soccer career. The title track and video, “We Can 

Dream”, will be available to watch on YouTube and for download on iTunes beginning Wednesday, Sept. 

27, 2016. 

 

The Rezende twins, the only identical twins playing for the same professional soccer team in the United 

States, have trained and played soccer in Spain, Brazil and Italy before signing their first professional 

contract with one of the North American Soccer League’s newest expansions, Miami FC. 

 

“We feel connecting with [Jordan] York will help us spread our story and some of our hardships during 

our path to becoming pros,” the Rezende twins said. “I think anybody would feel blessed to have a 

recording artist rap about their story.” 

 

York has been coast to coast spreading his message in music for the past five years and has amassed a 

great cult following in the process, he was excited to pick up the Rezende twins story because he could 

relate to their struggle and wants to inspire people to reach for their dreams 

 

"Music and sports go hand in hand,“ York explains. “Being able to tell a story through music is a 

beautiful thing and this story is so inspiring it needs to be heard. I can relate because I came from 

nothing and I've spent countless hours struggling as they have.” 

 

The Rezende twins are currently enrolled at St. Francis University full-time and are expected to graduate 

in May of 2017 with degrees in business and organizational leadership. 
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Join the conversation on social media: 

 

#We Can Dream 
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Calvin Rezende 

Twitter: @CalvinRezende 

Facebook: /CalvinJRezende 

Conner Rezende 

Twitter: @ConnerRezende22 

Facebook: /ConnerSRezende 

Jordan York 

Twitter: @JordanYorkMusic 

Facebook: /MyNameIsJordanYorkMusic 


